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Christmas: the World Cries Out for Peace 

 

The world needs Peace! Every human being, no matter the language, culture, religion or 

nationality... needs Peace! 

This Christmas, let us implore the Prince of Peace, the Word Incarnate, to help us overcome the 

conflicts, selfishness and lack of compassion within every heart. We ask for Peace for Ukraine and 

for all peoples in war and other types of conflicts. 

 

  

 

“I leave you Peace, I give you my Peace!”  

                                                                          John 14:27 

 

Peace in the world 

is essential if we are 

to have a future as 

humanity. 
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VIVAT Spain: Listening to the Cries of the Poor 

  

The VIVAT 

International 

workshop 

helped to 

reinforce the 

commitment 

and defense of 

human rights 

and to be 

more 

attentive to 

listen to the 

cries of the 

poor and the 

earth. 
 

 

VIVAT Spain held the VIVAT International Workshop at the ESIC University facilities of the 

Congregation of Priests of the Sacred Heart of Jesus on October 22. 

The workshop brought together some members of the congregations that make up VIVAT 

Spain to deepen their mission. Brother Carlos Ferrada SVD, current JPIC Coordinator in 

Rome, presented the mission and vision of VIVAT at the international level, the congregations 

that are part of it, its internal structure and its impact on the UN. 

Subsequently, thanks to the sharing of members who have been part of VIVAT Spain since 

the beginning, we were able to learn how the group was formed, its action plan, and its focus 

on denouncing human rights violations in the world of migration. Among some of the 

activities carried out are: collecting cases of people imprisoned in CIEs, participation in the 

ILP (Popular Legislative Initiative) for the regularization of migrants in Spain, thus 

contributing to the Universal Periodic Report (UPR). They also told us about the dreams they 

want to realize as a group and the new challenges. 

 As the representative of VIVAT International, Father Andrzej Owca CSSp helped us deepen 

the basic concepts of Charity and Justice, Human Rights and Dignity, challenging us to always 

seek a balance between charity and justice in all VIVAT projects. He shared with us the 

process that occurs for UPR reports, how VIVAT is represented internationally, and key 

recommendations for deepening our commitment as VIVAT members. 

Sr. Marcela Margarita Robles Vásquez, SSpS – Region of Spain/Portugal 

 

 

 

“Peace in our homes, our families, our schools and 

communities. Peace in all those places where war never 

seems to end. Peace for those faces which have known 

nothing but pain.”  Pope Francis 
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40 Years of Missionary Presence in Angola 

On December 8th, 

Feast of the 

Immaculate 

Conception and 

Anniversary of the 

Congregation, the 

Angola Region 

celebrated the 40th 

anniversary of the 

arrival of the first 

sisters in Angola 

with a Thanksgiving 

Mass and 

confraternization. 
 

This year we celebrate with praise and gratitude the 40 years of missionary presence in 

Angola. The first SSpS arrived on June 1st, 1982, responding to the request of two Angolan 

bishops.  

To begin the mission, Sisters Bernadeta 

Jarzembinska and Sylwestra Jadwiga Pietrucka, from 

Poland, and the Brazilians Yolanda Scheid and Neusa 

Pilati were sent. Helena Wojtkiewicz, a Polish 

missionary in Brazil, joined them shortly afterwards 

to help with the foundation in the first two years. Sr. 

Lidia Tapia, from Argentina, arrived in 1983 and is 

celebrating her golden jubilee as an SSpS. 

The beginning was very difficult, as the country had 

been in a civil war since 1975 that continued with 

guerrilla movements until 2002. The first mission 

was in Nzeto. There they had to recover the house 

that the diocese had offered, and which was 

occupied by the government. 

The sisters dedicated themselves to pastoral work, 

visits to the communities, catechesis and courses for 

catechists, celebrations, marriage preparation, 

ecumenical activities in collaboration with other churches, and also worked in the municipal 

hospital. These were times of sacrifice and suffering. 

At present we are 29 sisters from different countries of which 15 are Angolans, 11 are 

perpetually professed and 4 are Junior Professed. We have 5 novices in Ghana and 4 

postulants. We are in 6 communities: the Regional House (founded in 1987) and the Xandala 

Herbanarium (1999), both in Luanda, and the communities of N'zeto (1982), Caculama 

(1983), Funda (1988) and Caungula (2015). We have also sent 2 Angolan Sisters on mission 

to Ethiopia and Botswana. 
 

Srs. Aldina Geraldo Nguendalelie & Rosa Pereira de Araújo, SSpS - Region of Angola  

Sisters Sylwestra and Neusa, who 

arrived in Angola 40 years ago. Sr. 

Lidia (right) arrived a year later. 
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Cross Cultural Experience: Argentina - Philippines 
 

 

Learning a new language and living in a new culture are part of the formation of 

the new missionaries and strengthen our intercultural life. 

 

Sr. Gilda Maria Leguizamón, from Argentina Misiones, received a mission appointment to 

share Life and Mission with the People of the Northern Philippines in a cross-cultural 

experience. On November 3, 2022, the mission sending took place during the celebration of 

the closing of the missionary month at the Santa 

María Higher Institute, with the participation of the 

parents and relatives, sisters of the Province, friends, 

students and faculty of the Institution. The Holy Mass 

was presided over by Father Gilberto Cabrera Salares 

SVD of the Philippines. 

On the day of the departure to the Philippines, 

December 4, the ceremony of blessing and anointing 

with the blessed oil and the lighted candle was held 

in the Holy Spirit Convent, imploring the strength and 

light to walk in the presence of the Lord. 

Sr. Gilda, in her farewell, quoted the words of St. 

Joseph Freinademetz "Mission is not a sacrifice, but a 

grace that God grants me." She feels that the Love of 

God has been poured into her Heart through the Holy 

Spirit and that this will strengthen her to take new 

steps in the holy land which she will tread in these 

coming days. Sister began the journey, very grateful 

for the trust granted and the assurance that she will 

not be alone but is accompanied by the same Spirit and the prayer of the Province that sends 

her, as well as the warm welcome from the Province that welcomes her.  

Sr. Edita Vera, SSpS - Province of Argentina Misiones 

Sr. Gilda: "Mission is not a sacrifice, 

but a grace that God grants me". 
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SSpS in Cuba Say YES to our Common Home 
 

 

 

 

 

The Sisters take on 

the challenge of 

promoting the care 

of our Common 

Home in spite of 

the precariousness 

and difficulties that 

the situation of the 

country imposes on 

them and on the 

people. 
 

Based on the invitation of our Congregation to keep alive the spirit of the document Laudato 

Si', we have tried, in our religious community, to discover how to promote care for creation 

among the people around us. 

But in a situation of profound precariousness and in which the bodies that could help have 

lost their sense of belonging and the minimum desire to care about the common good and 

creation, awareness-raising is very complex. 

We ask ourselves: how can we vote on garbage, save water and electricity, and plant 

vegetables that help to relieve the household's food bills? But in Havana, many corners are 

full of garbage and the word classification is far from reality. How can we ask them to save 

water and electricity when they are scarcely available, especially in the neighborhoods where 

our communities are located? 

Even with all the difficult situations that we are going through and the hopelessness that we 

feel at the moment, we decided to promote the care of our Common Home. The first thing we 

had done was to make known and reflect on the encyclical Laudato Si' and encourage the 

search for solutions where each and every one of us can do our part. As Saint Teresa of 

Calcutta said: "Sometimes we feel that what we do is just a drop in the sea, but the sea 

would be less without that drop". 

Sr. Edisley M. Rivera Licea, SSpS – Region of Cuba 

 

 

 

 

“Glory to God in the highest heaven, and on earth peace to those 
on whom his favor rests.” Lk 2:14 

“Celebrating a ‘real Christmas’ involves recognizing Jesus 
in our lives and cultivating peace in our hearts.”  

(Pope Francis) 
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75 Years of SSpS in Ghana Province 

With gratitude, the 

Sisters give thanks 

for the fruits 

harvested in these 75 

years and continue 

to tend the soil, sow 

new seeds, and plant 

ministries 

throughout the 

country. 

 

 

For 75 years we have been present on the African continent. On February 22, 1946, Srs. Jane 

Le Frois and Bernadette Mullaley from the United States were the first missionaries to arrive 

in Ghana. In the suburb of Accra, the capital city, they started a basic school for girls in the 

place where a convent had been raised.  

Sisters Josealda, Doris, and Zelina followed. On January 12, 1948, these three sisters 

together with Sr Bernadette moved to the next station, Nkawkaw for a school, and a clinic. 

Many ministries were opened and developed to answer the needs of people such as Health, 

education, and socio-pastoral.  

Today, the province has spread out of Korle 

Gonno, Accra to twelve different communities in 

six dioceses, touching and transforming lives. 

The yearlong celebration climaxed on December 

02, 2022.  

Activities during this yearlong celebration 

included a durbar, and fundraising for SSpS 

institutions and Parishes. The celebration also 

gathered from around Ghana and beyond, 

many of the former students and co-workers. 

The celebration is the channeled vision into building homes for aged SSpS, a Clinic as well as 

a new school.  

Sr. Mary Nyarko, SSpS – Province of Ghana 

 

 The SSpS presence in Africa started in 1897 in Togo, that was part of the 

German colonial empire and an SVD mission since 1890. In 1912 the Sisters 

went to Mozambique, but in 1918, as a consequence of the war, they were 

deported and the sisters in Togo were expelled as prisoners of war. 

To start the new mission in Africa, the United States Province prepared 10 sisters to run schools and 

hospitals and sent them to Ghana in 1946.  
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Ghana was the only place in the continent which had SSpS sisters until 1982. Then the sisters went to 

Angola, followed by the second foundation in Togo (1989) and Mozambique and Ethiopia (1994), Zambia 

(1999), South Africa (2003), Benin (2005), South Sudan (2010) and Uganda (2017). Now the SSpS is 

preparing for a new mission in Congo. 

 

SSpS School 

Stands out in 

Technology 
 

The only Filipino students’ team 

which participated in the 

international tournament Make X in 

Thailand were from an SSpS school 

in the Philippines South Province. 

Awards were given them in view of 

their active participation.  
 

Holy Spirit School of Tagbilaran (HSST), Province of Philippines South, ever alive in the 

essence of ‘Truth in Love’, brings more heartfelt surprises for the entire learning community 

and even beyond!  

HSST made use of modern technology to reach out to other learners beyond Boholano shores 

and become part of an international network/community of learners, using technology and 

the digital language to foster friendship, teamwork and sharing of knowledge and skills. 

#HSSTCrusaders, in partnership with #EdulearnTechnologies, was the only team from 

the Philippines which participated in the 2022 Make X Robotics Competition - an international 

and invitational robotics tournament held in Bangkok, Thailand from November 25 - 27, 

2022. The competition organized by #ImagineeringEducation, aimed at fostering new 

experiences, learning, teamwork, collaboration, communication, critical thinking, and 

problem-solving in the field of robotics. This was a great opportunity for empowering 

HSSTians with hands-on, mind-on, and interdisciplinary learning with skill sets needed in the 

21st century. 

Truly natives in the digital landscape yet embedded in our HSST students’ hearts is the 

school’s motto: Truth in Love as they engaged with fellow learners and with the tasks before 

them. 

#HSSTCrusaders received the following awards: The Best Engineering Notebook Award and 

The Special Participation Award. HSST Crusaders—Team Edulearn Technologies Philippines—

placed in the Top 11 of the Special Mission Match for the Make X Starter Zero Carbon 

Category, competing against over 36 international teams from 8 countries.  

Sr. Remedios Socorro Aunzo, SSpS - HSST Director, Province of Philippines South 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/hashtag/hsstcrusaders?__eep__=6%2F&__tn__=*NK
https://www.facebook.com/watch/hashtag/edulearntechnologies?__eep__=6%2F&__tn__=*NK
https://www.facebook.com/watch/hashtag/philippines?__eep__=6%2F&__tn__=*NK
https://www.facebook.com/watch/hashtag/imagineeringeducation?__eep__=6%2F&__tn__=*NK
https://www.facebook.com/watch/hashtag/hsstcrusaders?__eep__=6%2F&__tn__=*NK
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Mexico: Hope for a Better Future for Migrants 
 

The sisters in Mexico 

are very committed to 

the care of migrants. In 

this article they share 

their dreams and hopes 

for a better future. 
 

 

Casa Betania Santa Martha is 

a shelter that welcomes all 

migrants who are passing 

through the community of 

Salto de Agua in Chiapas, 

Mexico. Many of our migrant 

brothers and sisters who are forced to leave their land, their country, in search for a better 

life for themselves and their families, pass through this place. Their dreams and desires are 

for a more dignified life. 

Pope Francis launched as the motto of the World Day of Migrants and Refugees "Building the 

future with migrants and refugees". Motivated by this invitation, we gather in this time of 

Advent. We hope that with the coming of the One who became flesh among us, God - 

Emmanuel, we can also be part of the dream of a more dignified life for migrants. 

Some activities carried out with migrants: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

great Hope, the Hope of a better world, which will only be possible if we open ourselves to 

share with those most in need. Let us struggle together for this future, accompanying our 

migrant brothers and sisters.  

We need to collaborate 

and unite in networks 

to dream together. We 

cannot let our brothers 

and sisters walk alone 

without offering them 

our little grain of 

support. The God who 

is with us offers us a 

 

Ecumenical Prayer 

 

Sr. Yanet Hernández López, SSpS – Region of Mexico 

Sr. Yaneth and Sr. Eleonora 

with volunteers and migrants 

 

Day of the Dead Celebration Mass in Santa Martha 
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Prayer Space Dedicated 

to the Virgin Mary 
 

“Jesus wants us to be bearers of the 

wine of the party, of joy, of the fraternal 

meeting around the table, ready to 

dance, to embrace and to join in 

communion…”  
 

In the “Cristo Rey” Convent, Argentina North, this 

image of Mary at the Wedding of Cana was blessed 

by the Archbishop of Santa Fe, in a space for prayer 

for whoever comes to this house. Hna. Myria Isabel 

Gette, author of this image, read these words that 

day: 

This place arises from the creative search of the 

Convent community and was chosen as a beautiful 

space for prayer. The original image of Mary is 

presented in an attitude of service, offering everyone 

who approaches her a glass of water that Jesus must 

then transform into the best wine, a wine of 

closeness, compassion and festive joy, in order to 

offer it from us to humanity. 

“My hour has not yet come”, Jesus said, and Mary 

tells us: “This is the hour”. This is the time to get 

going; this is the time to offer the world the best 

wine… Jesus wants us to be bearers of the wine of 

the party, of joy, of the fraternal meeting around the 

table, ready to dance, to embrace and to join in 

communion, like missionaries that we all are.  

The continuous presence of those who passed by 

while I was building this sculpture encouraged my 

desire to fulfill what was promised. Upon seeing her, 

may she invite us to spread to the world the joy that 

daily service gives. 

"Do everything He tells you" is a requirement today 

and, from our Province of Cristo Rey, we know that 

our journey towards the future is a true challenge. 

Joint work is necessary, sharing the good wine that 

each one can offer through her/his gifts and talents 

and thus walk towards a new way of being a 

Missionary Church. In this time of uncertainty, may 

this image of Mary remind us that on this path we 

are never alone. 

Sr. Laura del Luján Martin, SSpS - Argentina North Province 

SSpS Worldwide  
E-Newsletter 

 

Thanks to all the provinces and regions 

which contributed to the  

SSpSWW E-Newsletter No. 193. For 

the next issues, kindly send articles to   

sspsww@worldssps.org  

Thank you! 

 

SSpSWW Team 
 

Writing and Editing:  

Sr. Ana Elídia Neves, SSpS  

& Sr. Marieta Melburan, SSpS 
 

Proofreading: 

Sr. Jacqueline Mulberge, SSpS &  

Sr. Frances Grace Solis, SSpS (English); 

Sr. María Eugenia Ojeda, SSpS & 

Sr. Carmen Elisa Bandeo (Spanish) 
 

Translation: 

Sr. Margaret Anne Norris, SSpS  

(Spanish to English)  

& Sr. Edita Vera, SSpS  

(English to Spanish). 

mailto:sspsww@worldssps.org
http://sspsww@worldssps.org
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Mozambique: "I was born for greater things" 
 

These words from  

St. Stanislaus Kostka 

give inspiration to 

Sr. Juana and the 

teenagers to 

reorganize their 

group after the 

restrictions of the 

pandemic. 
 

Since we returned to the 

city of Beira, I have been 

accompanying the group of 

teenagers from the parish. 

At the beginning there were 

about 80.  

With the emergence of COVID-19, adolescents were quite affected. Because of their age, they 

were a risk group and could not meet or even enter the churches. Maintaining contact 

through social networks was also not possible because many do not have internet.  

In 2021 we tried to reorganize a meeting and about 10 came, but then again there were 

restrictions and we stopped again. In 2022 we wanted to resume the program and with 3 of 

the group coordinators we started to look for ways to reunite the group and invite other 

teenagers. It has been a challenging mission, but with God's grace, we are succeeding.  

Now the core 

group is about 

50, certainly still 

a challenge, 

because in the 

parish there are 

about 1000 

teenagers. The 

coordinators 

were also 

reorganized. Now 

there are nine boys who lead with joy and dynamism.  

On November 12, we celebrated the day of the group's patron saint, St. Stanislaus Kostka. In 

preparation for this feast we organized a soccer competition. When we planned the 

competition, we didn't even have the ball, but in the end, we even got a symbolic trophy to 

award the winning team. Then we had a very lively thanksgiving mass with dancing and 

singing. Inspired by the words of St. Stanislaus: "I was born for greater things", we are 

already planning the way for 2023.   

Sr. Juana Ortega Torres, SSpS – Region of Mozambique 
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Realizing the Dream - A World Free of Slavery 
 

 

“I encourage our sisters in 

Europe to join hands with 

RENATE and to contribute 

our efforts in working for 

a world free of human 

trafficking.”  
 

The 3rd Assembly of RENATE 

(Religious in Europe 

Networking against Human 

Trafficking) took place in Fatima, 

Portugal, from 13-19 November 

2022. There were 105 participants 

from 31 European countries. The 

main goal of RENATE is to work 

towards eliminating Human 

Trafficking by 2030. This goal 

aligns with the United Nation’s 

2030 Agenda of Sustainable 

Development Goal 8.7.  

Throughout the assembly, there 

were presentations, testimonies, 

and theological reflections from 

those working at the grassroots to 

those engaged in advocacy at the 

Council of Europe.  The host country, Portugal, initially shared its efforts to combat human 

trafficking in its country along with the State and Church leaders. The participants also got an 

opportunity to interact with three Civil Society organizations in Lisbon that are working with 

women who have fallen prey to the traffickers. Many RENATE members shared their work 

related to advocacy, social media, shelters, prayer groups, the legal programs in combatting 

human trafficking to protect the victims and to prosecute the perpetrators.  

Moving forward towards 2030, the members embraced three areas to focus on; continue to 

put forward the message of RENATE in the Public arena, educate and strengthen the capacity 

building of RENATE partners, and strengthen the network of RENATE through collaboration 

with other stakeholders.  

Along with Sr. Magdalena Eichinger, SSpS, I participated in the assembly. It was encouraging 

to see the active participation of young men and women who tirelessly work in their 

respective countries to combat this modern-day slavery.  

I encourage our sisters in Europe to join hands with RENATE and to contribute our efforts in 
working for a world free of HUMAN TRAFFICKING. For more information on RENATE Network 

and Assembly: www.renate-europe.net 
 

Sister Gretta Maria Fernandes, SSpS – Congregational Mission Secretary in Rome 

Sisters Greta (from Rome) and Magdalena (from 

Austria) represented the SSpS in the Assembly of 

RENATE in Fatima, Portugal.  

http://www.renate-europe.net/
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Generalate News 

 

Financial Commission Meeting in Rome 

 

The Finance Committee under the leadership of the General Treasurer Sr. Regina George met from 

November 23-25 in Rome to review the finances of the Congregation and how to implement the 

recommendations of the General Chapter regarding the administration of goods. 

Attended the meeting: Sisters Maria Jerly Renascia (Rome), Magdalena Eichinger (OES), Dorota Maria 

Piechaczek (USA), Maria de Fatima Marques (BRN), Augusta Surijah (JAV), Shruti Kochupurakal (INS), 

Fr. J. Thomas McClain (Jesuits General Treasurer – Rome) and members of the Congregational 

Leadership Team. 

 

New Member of the 

Community 
 

 
 

Sr. Catharina Liliek A. Suistyorini 

arrived on December 11 from 

Indonesia, Province of Java. She has 

been working in finances for the 

Educational Institute of her Province 

and as a Community Treasurer. In the 

Generalate she will work as the 

Assistant Treasurer with Sr. Regina 

George. 

Welcome Sr. Liliek! 

Feast of the Congregation and 

Sr. Miriam’s Birthday 

 

The Community celebrated with joy and prayers the Feast 

of the Immaculate Conception and the 133 years of the 

foundation of our Congregation on December 8th.  Sr. 

Miriam Altenhofen sent a message in video that is 

available in www.worldssps.org and in the Youtube 

channel.  

On Saturday, December 10 was Sr. Miriam’s birthday and 

the community celebrated it with creativity and a variety 

of cultural presentations. 

Blessed New Year of Life! 

 


